MEDfx Corporation is a privately-held company with a long history of providing leading edge solutions to the Healthcare Industry and embracing emerging technologies. Over the course of its 25+ year history, MEDfx Corporation has established itself as a leader in software solutions, professional services, systems integration, and software engineering. More than 10,000 practices nationwide and millions of patient lives have benefited from the performance, reliability, and engineering excellence of the MEDfx Solution Stack. MEDfx Corporation prides itself on the services it provides and the people that help us manage and take care of our customers and partners. We continue to enjoy a 97% loyalty rate from our customers, based on our solutions and the sales, implementation & training and support teams that our customers rely on.

Is your practice taking advantage of all MEDfx has to offer?

MEDfx Practice Management Solution is an easy to use, HIPAA compliant, browser-based, scalable front office, back office and billing system that incorporates electronic claims (CLAIMfx) and paper claims submission, appointment scheduling, robust reporting, recall, fully-automated insurance eligibility checking, electronic remittance advice (ERA), referral tracking, fee schedules, etc. so that your office can use an integrated solution with all the tools necessary to manage a cost-effective, efficient, and healthy practice – no matter what size or specialty from anywhere, anytime.

Rather, Praxis utilizes a unique artificial intelligence engine called a Concept Processor that gets smarter and faster the more it is used. By automating the management of electronic records for all patients, Infor-Med's Praxis EMR streamlines the workflow of any physician office. Praxis thinks like you do. Before templates, before words, your mind has a concept. This concept is related to the diagnosis and then expressed in words. Praxis allows you to chart in your own words at the speed of your mind.

Interface your MEDfx PM with Praxis EMR and take advantage of a fully-automated medical software solution for your practice.

MEDfx is proud to announce the addition of Praxis EMR to our family of unique medical software opportunities. Praxis EMR works for all specialties of medicine, with any level of computer expertise and is popular in small and mid-sized clinics. Praxis is also the only EMR in the country to not rely on templates.

MEDfx has partnered with DrFirst to provide our users Best of Breed, e-prescribing technology fully integrated with our solutions. With the proven connectivity, functionality and speed of Rcopia, you can expect a smooth integration of e-prescribing into your daily workflow. Benefit from safe prescribing with access to clinical decision support tools. Increase productivity, receive fewer calls from pharmacies, reduce handwriting interpretation errors and potential adverse drug reactions, and eliminate calls from patients requesting alternative covered medication, mail order submission or prescriber prior authorization.

SCRIPTfx now also has the capability to prescribe controlled substances electronically to EPCS-enabled pharmacies throughout the country through EPCS Gold with DrFirst. It is the first-ever, fully certified solution that meets the prescription processing requirements set by Surescripts, the Drug Enforcement Administration requirements and the Identity Proofing required by NIST.

In November 2012, SCRIPTfx will also introduce Akario, a secure, web-based messaging product for sharing patient health information with other providers integrated into DrFirst’s e-prescribing product that meets certain Meaningful Use requirements and is free to all SCRIPTfx users.
MEDfx has partnered with Talksoft Corporation, an applications service provider of reminder and notification services over telephone and global data networks. MEDfx is now interfaced with their RemindMe (automated appointment reminders for your patients or customers) and Recall reminder solutions. Messaging services are easy to setup. Integrated phone, email and text messaging service is also available. These are effective alternatives that eliminate the need to take up staff time, send postcards or letters to patients.

Reduce your health information technology investment by subscribing to MEDfx through MEDfx Corporation’s ASP model. MEDfx offers two alternatives to storing and manipulating your patient data. The traditional in-house server-based system has been the mainstay of the healthcare industry for years. A more technologically advanced method rapidly gaining acceptance is the Application Service Provider (ASP) based model, in which MEDfx is hosted by us in a world-class data center and accessed via secure connections of the Internet. That means that you can securely access MEDfx from anywhere in the world.

ASP frees you from purchasing expensive equipment, installing software upgrades and performing daily backups. It also allows your practice to subscribe to MEDfx software rather than purchase the MEDfx license. We host, maintain, and perform the backup; conduct MEDfx upgrades; and maintain computer hardware. An Internet capability is integrated into the solution to support fast, efficient, simultaneous communications between your practice and individuals at multiple locations. MEDfx Corporation owns the software and the data center servers that run MEDfx. Switching to an ASP solution allows for your practice to combine your annual software support fees, electronic claims submission fees, and other annual fees into a low, locked in, affordable monthly rate that includes all the services mentioned above.

ERA allows a healthcare provider to receive all of the information contained on an SPR in an easy-to-read and-store electronic format. ERA can be used to automatically post claim payment information into your MEDfx PM. Any provider who has an active submitter ID may apply to receive electronic remittance files. ERA can save time and money by eliminating the need for manual posting of payment information. Also, ERA files are generated electronically so you may store all your ERA information on your computer.

MEDfx also has the capability to incorporate automatic and on-demand Eligibility checking directly through CLAIMfx. Have your system automatically check the following day’s or week’s appointments for eligibility status or check eligibility on an individual patient as needed. A clear eligible, ineligible, or “not enough information” icon appears for each appointment / patient that you can dive into further to see the full explanation of eligibility, just like you would see if you were manually checking the patients’ eligibility status online from the payer.

Both options are available through CLAIMfx and are directly incorporated into your MEDfx PM.

To learn more about how MEDfx can assist your practice, please contact one of our knowledgeable Account Managers today at 800.421.9497 (choose option 1 for Sales)